IT Systems Developer
An exciting opportunity has arisen for an enthusiastic and motivated person to join the Software Development team of our
IT department. We are looking for someone who is happy working as part of a team, but is also able to work alone and with
minimal supervision at times. The main focus of this role is to carry out the analysis and development of solutions for our
bespoke corporate systems. In addition you will be required to provide support to both internal and external customers.
To be successful, it is essential for you have a proven track record of experience within the software development
environment, and to possess the following skills:


Strong analytical and problem solving skills with the initiative to proactively resolve issues



Knowledge and working experience of software design processes and engineering best practices



Proven technical expertise within development and database design

Ideally you would also experience of developing solutions with some or all of the following packages:


Microsoft Visual Studio.NET



Microsoft SQL Server 2012 and above, including T-SQL language, SSIS, SSRS, SSAS



HTML5, PHP5, CSS and JavaScript



Advanced Revelation products, PICK or multi-value programming



Progress OpenEdge



SMART on the IBM iSeries



DBA experience in Microsoft SQL or IBM iSeries environment

This role will require you to:


Deliver system developments using the appropriate hardware, database, and programming technology



Support and maintain systems, ensuring their performance, availability and security



Work within defined time scales and to departmental standards



Produce clear documentation that meets business needs



Execute tests using appropriate testing tools and techniques



Write and maintain programming documentation



Work closely with other teams for resolution of system queries and issues



Work with project managers to meet project requirements and make accurate estimations

You should have a minimum of 5 years technical expertise within in a similar role.
Experience of working in the Life Assurance industry would be advantageous but is not essential.
If you are interested in this opportunity, please send your CV, together with a covering letter including details of your
current remuneration, explaining why you would be suitable for this role to careers@rl360.com.

